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A standard electroencephalogram (EEG) records electrical activity or 
brainwaves representing underlying cortical brain activity, while a 

Quantitative EEG (qEEG) process allows you to create a brain map through 
precise measurement and quantitative comparison identifying patterns of 
dysfunction. In the past, qEEG would produce visual pictures of the various 
hertz of the brain and amplitude. Brain mapping is a set of neuroscience 
techniques predicated on the mapping of (biological) quantities or properties 
onto spatial representations of the brain resulting in maps. Unlike other QEEG 
software qEEG-Pro provides in-depth sLoreta information, as well as protocol 
recommendations for treating causes and symptoms of neurological disorders, 
along with 2 and 3 dimensional photos with locations of specific Brodmann 
areas and neural networks. The author will present step-by-step on how 
qEEG Pro works showing clinicians how to evaluate through evidence-based 
technology causes of various symptoms of neurological disorders, along with 
discussing specific treatment modalities to help patients regain their life again, 
as Diane has done with her own.
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